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Description: Bacteria thrive in many diverse growth environments, A. aceti grows in highly acidic 

environments, P. xenorvans grows in the soil surrounding plants particularly corn, and E. coli 

thrives in warm moist places. Bacteria that thrive in the soil, such as P. xenorvans, encounter many 

different environments throughout their life. These bacteria likely utilize a survival mechanism to 

prevent cell death from daily rain or irrigation of crops. When soil bacteria encounter fresh water, 

such as irrigation, they swell like a water balloon to rapidly equilibrate the inner and outer pressure. 

If the bacteria does not have a survival mechanism, or the mechanism is faulty, the bacteria will 

swell until they burst. Ion channels, particularly mechanosensitive channels, provide protection for 

the bacteria against changing environments allowing the cell to survive drastic osmotic changes 

that occur during a rainstorm. In E. coli, the mechanosensitive channels or large conductance 

(MscL) and of small conductance (MscS) gate in response to mechanical tension generated by 

changing osmotic conditions, such as one generated when it rains on bacteria in a puddle or the 

soil. The response of E. coli membranes to mechanical tension is well characterized and 

understood. However, we are interested in the response of soil bacteria, such as P. xenorvans, to 

mechanical tension.  

Our analysis of the P. xenorvans genetic code suggests that these bacteria contain 9 proteins that 

are similar to MscS and a single protein that is homologous to MscL. In order to understand the 

response to mechanical tension through patch clamp electrophysiology, the P. xenorvans cells 

must be grown into larger cells call spheroplasts. We have developed a method to convert single 

P. xenorvans cells into larger spheroplasts that are suitable for electrophysiology experiments. 

Patch clamp electrophysiology allows us to watch a single cell’s response to mechanical tension. 

By watching the channels transition between the open and closed state we can characterize the 

bacteria’s response to applied mechanical tension.  

The Research Enhancement Plan will provide me with additional time to complete the patch clamp 

electrophysiology experiments and begin writing a manuscript that will be submitted to a high 

impact journal in late 2020. Additionally, I will be able to spend time in the lab training 

undergraduate students to assist in the completion of these experiments to fully understand the 

response to applied mechanical tension in P. xenorvans. A deep understanding of how P. 

xenorvans responds to mechanical tension is applicable to how all bacteria sense and respond to 

this stimuli. This response will give insight into identifying novel antibiotic targets for pathogenic 

bacteria that are related to Paraburkholderia xenorvans such as Burkholderia cepacia.  



Significance: Members of the MscS and MscL channel families are found in all bacterial genomes, 

indicating that these mechanosensitive channels play an essential role in the survival of the 

bacterial strain. An in depth study of this novel bacterial strain will give additional insight into the 

role that these channels play in cellular survival. This insight will allow myself and other 

researchers to further explore the potential of MscS superfamily members as potential antibiotic 

targets. These channels are on the outside of bacterial cells, which is advantageous in antibiotic 

design. A deeper understanding of the quantity and response of the mechanosensitive channels in 

Paraburkholderia xenorvans membranes can be directly correlated to the predicted 

mechanosensitive channels in the pathogenic Burkholderia bacterial strains. This research will be 

part of the foundation of determining if mechanosensitive channels in Paraburkholderia and 

Burkholderia  

 

 

 

 

Budget: 

None, requesting a course release. 

 

 

Project Timeline: A method has been developed to consistently create 8-10 µm spheroplasts. Patch 

clamp electrophysiology experiments need to be completed and analyzed. These experiments and 

the first draft of the manuscript can be completed within the time that a course release provides. 

This research will be used as the basis for a publication that will be submitted to a high impact 

journal in 2020 or early 2021, just prior to my tenure dossier submission in fall of 2021. An 

understanding of how Paraburkholderia xenorvans sense mechanical tension will be the 

preliminary research of an external grant that will be submitted to the National Sciences 

Foundation to fund my future research.  
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Chair’s Recommendation for 2019-2020 Research Enhancement Plan (REP) 
 
    Please find the Research Enhancement Plan proposals from Hannah Malcolm and Thomas Mullen 
attached detailing their research projects.  Hannah Malcolm and Thomas Mullen are requesting a course 
release if awarded the REP. 
 
    Hannah Malcolm is an assistant professor in Chemistry starting her fifth year at UNF. The REP will 
provide her more time to train undergraduates and for obtaining preliminary results for future grant 
submissions. More importantly, she is in the process of collecting additional data for a manuscript, and 
this award would provide her the time needed to do so. Given publications are so important for tenure 
and promotion, she could use the extra time to complete this project and other on-going research efforts.  
 
    Thomas Mullen is a tenured, associate professor and has published more than 7 papers since arriving 
at UNF.  He plans to use the time to mentor undergraduates, present at conferences, and collect 
preliminary data for a NSF proposal to be submitted in Spring 2021. Thomas Mullen has already agreed 
to teach an overload in Spring 2020, thus he would delay a REP course release until Fall 2020. 
 
    I recommend a course release for both Hannah Malcolm and Thomas Mullen.  Since Hannah is un-
tenured, she would be my first choice for the REP and Thomas Mullen would be the 2nd choice.  
Chemistry is willing to match the funds ($1000) per course release awarded to these faculty members.   
 
 

Sincerely,  
 

 
 
        Bryan Knuckley 
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